Thank you for adding INSPECTOR GADGET to your library of Super NES games. You have just made the perfect choice by selecting this quality Hudson Soft title.

In order to insure your complete enjoyment of this game, we recommend that you read the manual carefully and follow its instructions and suggestions.

WARNING: PLEASE READ THE ENCLOSED CONSUMER INFORMATION & PRECAUTIONS BOOKLET CAREFULLY BEFORE USING YOUR NINTENDO® HARDWARE SYSTEM OR GAME PAK.
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INSPECTOR GADGET, the first bionic policeman, is entirely devoted to his job. When INSPECTOR GADGET is on duty, you can be sure that he will see it through to the end. There is no peace for a villain that INSPECTOR GADGET is stalking. His zeal is unrelenting, his commitment is unswerving. He is an indefatigable civil servant with a single-minded steadfastness to see his job through.

Though motivated by the best of intentions, INSPECTOR GADGET cannot always predict how his gadgets will work. That is part of the fun.

As a testimony to his optimism, he plunges ahead, determined to make the best of whatever gizmo is at hand.

INSPECTOR GADGET’s main characteristic, besides his physical peculiarity is that he is always optimistic and confident about the result of his mission.

As a result, he is rarely aware of the real danger that surrounds him.

He can make a thousand gaffs and never be aware that they are a result of his own ineptitude. INSPECTOR GADGET’s destiny is marked by the letter “G”: Gadgets, Gags and Gaffs!! He is constantly the victim of his own miscalculations and the malfunctions of his gadgets.

The gadgets INSPECTOR GADGET can use are unique and quite numerous: from helicopter blades folded inside his hat, to extendible arms and legs, to his spring loaded head, to tiny little INSPECTOR GADGETs that chase down M.A.D. Agents ... INSPECTOR GADGET has more gadgets than a Swiss army knife!

All of INSPECTOR GADGET’s mechanical virtues are occasionally known to malfunction.
DOCTOR CLAW AND HIS VILLAINS

Doctor CLAW is the mastermind of the supreme agency of crime, M.A.D., an anagram for Mean And Dirty (CLAW’s motto, by the way). Doctor CLAW’s true identity is a mystery. He is seen only in shadow, and known only by his hauntingly treacherous voice and sinister black glove. Doctor CLAW is obsessed with the elimination of INSPECTOR GADGET. Because, despite INSPECTOR GADGET’s eternal booby, he is always foiling CLAW’s evil plots. Working for the infamous Doctor CLAW and M.A.D. is the most infamous team of wrongdoers ever assembled.

In general, the villains are humorously incredible, as opposed to being realistically malicious. They are not murderers. They are kidnappers. Their singular mission is to capture INSPECTOR GADGET and bring him to Dr. CLAW.

YOUR MISSION

Dr. CLAW has captured INSPECTOR GADGET’s niece, Penny. CLAW knows the best way to get INSPECTOR GADGET is to first capture the brains behind him. INSPECTOR GADGET’s mission is to rescue Penny without being captured himself. He must defeat the entire army of M.A.D. agents and then battle the evil Dr. CLAW in a final showdown. It’s winner take all. Do your best.
**How to Start the Game**

Insert the INSPECTOR GADGET game pak into your Super Nintendo Entertainment System. Turn the 'Power' switch 'On'. You will see a short demo and the title screen will appear.

Press Start to bypass Penny’s abduction.

Press Y button to forward text in the mission area.

---

**How to Use the Controller**

You will use the first controller for the whole game.

![Controller Diagram]

- L Button
- R Button
- Y Button
- X Button
- A Button
- B Button
- Control Pad
- Start
- Select
- Pause/Unpause
- Y Button + Up
- Punch up
- L and R Buttons
  - Cycle through the collected items
- B Button
  - Jump
- A Button
  - Use special items which are shown on screen
  - You need hats to operate most items
- Y Button
  - While standing press to punch.
  - While squatting press to kick.
  - While jumping press to extend head
- Down Button
  - Hold down to expose the hidden item blocks
- Left/Right
  - Move in those directions
**ITEMS**

**Coat:**
When wearing his shorts, restores overcoat

**Hat:**
Used as energy to operate most items

**Blue propeller:**
Gadget can briefly fly

**Red propeller:**
Attacks aerial enemies

**Bomb:**
Blasts open multiple blocks or defeats enemies.
(You must throw it.)

**Hand:**
Gadget can pull himself up with hanging rings

**Man:**
Little Inspector Gadgets run and damage villains

**ITEMS cont.**

**Brain head:**
Extends the length of regular arm, leg etc.

**Gadget face:**
One extra life

**Question Mark:**
Special attack item

**Arrow:**
Offensive weapon

**Lamp:**
Used to see in the dark or throw as weapon

**Suction cup:**
Used to climb walls
HINTS AND TIPS

To defeat the enemies: Arrows and red propellers are best. Also, the little Gadgets are especially effective.

To climb walls with suction cups: Shoot the suction cups against the wall, jump on one and repeat to scale walls.

To use collected items: You must gather many hats in order to use items. Hats can be found hidden in the blocks or secret warp areas.

When you collect more than three of an item, that item will flash when selected. You will have a special power when you use the item.

There are hidden blocks throughout the game. Use them to jump on or break for bonus items. To find hidden blocks, hold the control pad DOWN. Gadget will look through his magnifying glass for clues. Any hidden blocks will faintly flicker.

GAME PLAN

You will start the game with 3 lives. Extra lives are obtained by finding the Gadget faces hidden in the blocks.

The screen shows lives remaining, hats collected, item selected, power of item selected, and time remaining.
MAIL LIST OFFER

Get On The Hudson Soft Mail Train!

To receive our free quarterly newsletter, please fill out the form below and mail it to:

Hudson Soft Newsletter
400 Oyster Point Blvd., Suite 515
So. San Francisco, CA 94080

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City ___________________ State _______ Zip _________

Birthday ____________________________

DIRECT SALES OFFER

Get ‘Em While They’re Hot!

If you have had problems locating any Hudson Soft titles at your local retailer, call the number listed below and speak with a sales representative. In most cases you can order the software you want directly from us.

For your convenience, the following pages show the current (and upcoming) software titles available from Hudson Soft. The Direct Sales department is open Monday through Friday 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM P.S.T.

Hudson Soft Direct Sales Department: (415) 495-4468
Be our guest and return to all the wonder and enchantment in Disney’s Beauty And The Beast from Hudson Soft for the Super NES and NES. Lumiere, Cogsworth, Mrs. Potts, Chip, and other lovable characters join the Beast to save Belle from the clutches of the sinister Gastron. Time is running out! Break the curse by rescuing Belle before the last rose petal falls, or be doomed to stay “the Beast” forever!

- Based on Disney’s Academy Award Winning film.
- Long awaited title with proven market appeal.

Dive for the save, set for the spike, and deliver a scorching slam into the opponent’s court for the point. Beach volleyball has never been this intense. Play the computer in a two-on-two match or challenge a friend to a fierce game in the sand. After the sun sets, take the game indoors and match your skills against teams from around the world. Using a wide array of serves, saves, and spikes, pound the ball into the court for the point and victory!

- Choose between Beach or Tournament mode.
- Wide selection of formations and spikes.
- Premier volleyball game for the Super NES.
SUPER BOMBERMAN

Instant Party. Just Add Bombs!

The first adventure for the Super NES that features the new Super Multitap™ accessory for 4-player simultaneous play! Join Bomberman in solo action against the mad-machines of Dr. Mukk in futuristic Diamond City. Or take on up to three of your friends in non-stop, bomb-blasting excitement. This game of "Tag" is explosive! Collect power-up items to punch, kick and detonate your bombs!

- Includes the Super Multitap™ accessory for 4-player fun!
- Choose from a dozen competition backgrounds in the Battle Mode
- 1 or 2-player Mode has multiple levels of daring adventure!

BATTLE GRAND PRIX

This Game Will Start Your Engines!

Put on your helmet and get set for the toughest Grand Prix circuit ever! In Battle Grand Prix, your challenge is to custom build the hottest racing team in history and come home with the checkered flag! You make the calls! Choose which engine, transmission and tires to use. Who is your best driver? Which corporate sponsor will provide the best equipment and pit crew? Tough decisions with a multiple of possibilities! Over 100 drivers, teams and cars to choose from. Find the ultimate combination and muscle your car to the winner's circle!

- Three modes of play with four different circuits to choose from!
- Twin Battle Screen offers 2-Player simultaneous racing action!
- Slot Car mode lets the computer steer while you master the speed!
SUPER ADVENTURE ISLAND

The Master of Adventure!

Master Higgins is back in his wildest and greatest adventure of all! He leaps into action to defeat an army of guardian animals and monsters that protect the evil wizard, Dark Cloak! Join Master Higgins as he reaches new heights of excitement on his high flying skateboard. Speed through underground caves in a crazy mine car ride! Go from dangerous tropical shores to the belly of a whale - all in search of his final battle with the wicked sorcerer.

- Secret Bonus Rounds restore power and award points to our high jumping hero!
- Terrible traps and gigantic villains await your next move!

FELIX THE CAT

Use Your Imagination!

Join the “World’s Most Famous Cat” as he sets off on a globetrotting mission to rescue his cat-napped girlfriend, Kitty. The crafty Professor is up to his old tricks again! He wants to trade Kitty for Felix’s incredible Magic Bag of Tricks. But the ever resourceful Felix uses the Magic Bag to invent dozens of items that’ll help him stop the Professor and save his girl!
BUSTER BROS.

Get Poppin!

The Bubbles are coming! Grab your trusty gun and blast your way into excitement. Travel the globe in search of these elusive spheres and blow them away! From Japan to Africa, they’re bouncing all over the place. Use your quick reflexes and your cool nerves to rid the planet of the red menace.

ADVENTURE ISLAND 3/2

A Wave of Success!

The most popular series by Hudson Soft USA has two new additions! Master Higgins takes off in Adventure Island 3 for the NES and Adventure Island 2 for Game Boy. Join him as he sets off to rescue his girlfriend Jeannie Jungle from out-of-this-world aliens!

The largest and most spectacular “island” yet is filled with incredible graphics, amazing music and challenges galore! Dozens of secret Bonus Zones and hidden items will thrill players of all ages! Come back to the Island for a tidal wave of sensational fun!

- Plenty of action and adventure as Master Higgins rides skateboards, surfboards and a host of Dinosaur friends!
You're an awesome cave-dude, and you must save the Moon Princess from the totally evil, King Drool! Since you have no weapons, you have to use your head...literally! “Bonk” vicious dinocurs, strange creatures, and even prehistoric plants! Master flying head spins, ground shaking pile drivers, and eat meat to transform into a radical carnivore. Defeat King Drool and become the first hero in history!

Explore the mysterious Secret Castle in a non-stop search for adventure! The peaceful realm has been conquered by an evil Warlord and now it’s up to Milon to free the land. Use special magic items in dozens of mazes and hidden rooms to battle monsters and demon warriors.
WARRANTY

Hudson Soft USA, Inc. ("Hudson") warrants to the original purchaser of this Hudson Software product that the medium on which this computer program is recorded is free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of (90) days from the date of purchase. This Hudson software program is sold "as is", without express or implied warranty of any kind, and Hudson is not liable for any losses or damages of any kind resulting from use of this product.

Hudson agrees for a period of (90) days to either replace, at its option, free of charge, any Hudson software product, postage paid, with proof of date of purchase, at its Factory Service Center.

This warranty is not acceptable to normal wear and tear. This warranty shall be void if the defect in the Hudson software product has arisen through abuse, unreasonable use, mistreatment or neglect. THIS WARRANTY IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND NO OTHER PRESENTATIONS OR CLAIMS OF ANY NATURE SHALL BE BINDING ON OR OBLIGATE HUDSON ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES APPLICABLE TO THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO THE (90) DAY PERIOD DESCRIBED ABOVE. IN NO EVENT WILL HUDSON BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR MALFUNCTION OF THIS HUDSON SOFTWARE PRODUCT. Some states do not allow limitation as to how long an implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions or limitations of incidental or consequential damages so the above limitations and/or exclusions of liability may not apply to you. This warranty does give you specific rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.

For questions, call
(415) 495-HINT

Hudson Soft USA, Inc.
400 Oyster Point Blvd., Suite 515
So. San Francisco, CA 94080